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APRIL 25
The Accrediting of Higher Institutions: George F. Zook.

Educational Events:
Secularization of Spanish Schools; The City Council of Cambridge and Harvard University; Schoolmen's Week at the University of Minnesota; Summer Conference on Curriculum and Guidance at Stanford University; Rearrangement of Courses at the Harvard Graduate School of Education; The Association of American Colleges; The Richmond Meeting of the American Library Association; Child Health Day.

Educational Notes and News.
Discussion:
Public Medicine a Necessity: T. H. Hall. Some Questions Pertaining to Reading: David G. Ryan.

Special Correspondence:
Mathematics and English Education: Harriet Howard.

Quotations:
Work in Education of the London County Council.

Reports:
Society for the Protection of Science and Learning.

Educational Research and Statistics:
The Backgrounds of Minor Transiency: Lewis Rohrbaugh.

MAY 2

Educational Events:
Report of the Committees on Appointments for Oxford and Cambridge University Men; The Five Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of the University of Heidelberg; Film Library of the New York Museum of Modern Art; College Entrance Examination Board; Scholarships in the Harvard Graduate School of Education; The National Catholic Educational Association and Academic Freedom; The American Association for Adult Education; National Conference on Educational Broadcasting.

Educational Notes and News.
Discussion:

Quotations:
A Living Memorial.

Reports:
The High School Teaching of Chemistry.

Educational Research and Statistics:
Scholarship and Social Adjustment: C. W. Young.

EDUCATIONAL REVIEW
Edited by WILLIAM McANDREW

Comments on Things Educational:
Miamian Good Fellow; Social Studies Gain; Obsolete High Schools; Speed Record.
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THE SCIENCE PRESS
GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL, NEW YORK CITY
COLORED OPTICAL GLASS FILTERS

with
Uniform Stable Selective
Transmissions in All
Regions of the
Spectrum
Ultra-violet—Visible—Infra-red
for TECHNOLOGY
PHOTOGRAPHY
SPECTROSCOPY

Complete descriptions of our various filters, including transmission charts, are contained in our revised catalogue No. 4892E. A copy of this catalogue is available upon request.

FISH-SCHURMAN CORPORATION
230 East 45th Street New York City

“JAGABI” RHEOSTATS

OUR improved type Jagabi Rheostats are appealing especially to those users of fine-adjustment current-regulating devices who are primarily influenced by design, quality of workmanship, ruggedness and performance. There are four sizes and 76 different ratings—carried in stock.

Please write for Catalog 1370-S.

JAMES G. BIDDLE CO.
ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

FRONT SURFACE MIRRORS

We are prepared to make by high vacuum deposition opaque and semi-transparent reflecting surfaces having special properties of heat and chemical resistance, non-tarnishability, hardness and high ultra-violet reflectivity.

We have the equipment and experience for the investigation of your special mirror problems.

THE EVAPORATED FILMS COMPANY
Summit and Oak Avenues
Ithaca, New York

LaMotte Universal pH Outfit
Compact and readily portable. Covers a wide pH range. Can be supplied with any 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7 sets of LaMotte Permanent Color Standards and will therefore cover any desired part of pH range, 0.2-13.6. Applicable to all types of research and industrial pH work. Accurate to 0.1 pH. Excellent for use with highly colored or turbid solutions. Price, $35.00 to $55.00 f.o.b. Baltimore.

LaMotte Chemical Products Co.
418 Light St., Baltimore, Md.
The Konimeter (Model I) with condenser removed and a spare disc $S_1$, $Ok$ = eyepiece, $R$ = fine focusing adjustment for the objective, $G$ = handle of air-pump, $A$ = mount for the jet through which the air sample enters.

**ZEISS KONIMETER**

FOR INVESTIGATING THE DUST CONTENT IN WORKSHOPS, MILLS, MINES, QUARRIES, STREETS, ETC. IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH SAFETY DEVICES FOR PREVENTION OF SILICOSIS AND RESPIRATORY DISEASES. 3 DIFFERENT MODELS. DETAILS ON APPLICATION.

**CARL ZEISS, INC.**

485 Fifth Avenue 728 So. Hill Street
NEW YORK LOS ANGELES